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INT. LIVING ROOM--DAY

The scene opens to a teenager focused on playing a video

game. He occasionally pauses to eat some potato chips on the

couch. Erik comes in after a shift at IN-N-OUT.

ERIK

(takes off IN-N-OUT hat and

joins the game)

Hey, I thought you were in school.

MARLON

(still focused on game)

I dropped out.

ERIK

What? What happened?

MARLON

Nothing, I just got tired of it.

A scene shows with Marlon in school while he talks over. He

is at the counselor’s office when they tell him that he did

not fill graduation requirements.

MARLON

(voiceover)

I guess I didn’t fill the

graduation requirements. Don’t

worry I’ll get a job with you and

help you out with the rent.

ERIK

Alright. By the way, did you see

last night’s episode of Walking

Dead? Those zombies look sick, huh?

MARLON

I think I know someone who looked

like one of them.

Both of them end up in silence while they continue to play

except for the occasional yells as they get into the game.

The scene transitions from them being active to sitting in

silence and gaping at the tv. Trash has increased around the

house.

The camera spans from the side to the front of their faces

to reveal them looking like zombies. It has been a week of

them being lowlifes and they slowly turn to look at each

other.



2.

EXT. DAY

The scene shows the lives of three high school dropouts. The

first follows Erik,who is taking orders at In-n-out. He

looks miserable.

ERIK

Can i take your order?

CUSTOMER

Yeah, i’d like a double double with

a large soda and fries.

Erik slowly types the order in.

The next is Drew, a dropout who was out partying and was too

drunk and ended up sleeping in the streets. He is mistaken

for homeless as people throw change at him. He is at the

"zombie" stage where he has been a dropout for a while and

clearly shows the characteristics.

The last is Marlon, who shows regret in dropping out. He

sits on a bench and watches as two students who are accepted

to a UC talk over their future plans with enthusiasm.

JASON

So, what are you planning to do

after high school?

MARIBEL

I got accepted to a UC so I can’t

wait until we get to live it up.

JASON

Yeah!

EXT. DAY

The scene shows a batch of high school dropouts in different

phases from freshly dropped out to those who have been out

of school for a while now. Some already look like zombies to

show the metaphor between them.

The message on the screen reads that they are uncaring and

lazy with so much potential to be successful if they used

it.

Do not become "zombies" of yourselves!

FADE TO BLACK


